
Make every second count

Follow us on                      /thurayatelecom

Book a demo or download a brochure at www.thuraya.com/ip

Set up your mobile emergency office in an instant.

Connect to headquarters, coordinate outreach programmes and deliver effective aid in even the most 
remote locations via Thuraya’s compact broadband solution.  

Keep in constant contact with your team in the field 24 hours a day with our customised usage plans.

And when you need to facilitate group emergency communications across different
technologies, Thuraya’s NettedComms solutions provide all the functionality you require.

Thuraya IP. Works when you need it to. Even in the toughest conditions. Thuraya IP
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Broadcast from life to LIVE

Link up to your studio in seconds.

Be the first to break the stories with our ultra-portable broadband solution. 
Thuraya IP offers the choice of different uplink/downlink streaming speeds and is 
compatible with Quicklink, Streambox and Globecast applications. 

Remain constantly connected with our unique, flexible pricing plans.

Thuraya IP. All the power of an OB van. Tablet-sized.
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Optimise production and act in real-time on captured data allowing you to make the right 
decisions when it matters most. 

Stay connected even when conducting out-of-field surveys, during rig moves or piloting 
exploration phases with Thuraya’s portable, reliable broadband solution.

The only provider to offer flexible monthly contracts that allow you to switch pricing
packages in-line with your requirements. Thuraya IP is designed to increase operational 
efficiency at every stage from pre-project consultation through to execution.

Thuraya IP. Keeping you connected. From discovery to delivery.

Empower your 
digital oilfield
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Assured connectivity, compatibility with military networks (sipernet, nipernet, Rli, Sli) and a range of
optional antennas that mount on any vehicle or vessel enabling comms-on-the-move, makes 
Thuraya IP the broadband solution of choice for the defence industry.

Small enough to fit in a standard-issue rucksack and rugged enough to combat even the most 
extreme conditions, Thuraya IP keeps you constantly in control of your troops in the field and in 
contact with base command.

With flexible bandwidth speeds and fixed fee usage plans, keeping your operations
a step ahead has never been more affordable.

Thuraya IP. Mission control just got portable.

Secure mobile communications
on the move

Thuraya IP


